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THE DC    buffet
Activities with the Elements

1 FRAMES
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content in the center

combine elements
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affective domain give one as an example

http://teach2learncoach.blogspot.com/2016/07/using-depth-and-complexity-frames-in.html http://teach2learncoach.blogspot.com/2016/07/using-depth-and-complexity-frames-in.html
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what not to do: only taking it halfway are we using elements…or not???? 

Break Apart Strategy- Give 
each group 2 copies of 
the frame. Have them cut one 
into the different sections and 
keep one for the final product.
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1 FRAMES
use to:
 highlight
 extend
 enhance
 focus attention

2 Differentiate

http://pdsupport.cmswiki.wikispaces.net/Depth+%26+Complexity
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3 Centers/learning 
stations

1. Find a center activity that 
you want to use.
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Would it be fair to give $3.00 
change back if someone paid 
you $10 for all of these items?

2. Incorporate the elements of 
Depth & Complexity.

Would it be fair to give $3.17 
change back if someone paid 
you $10 for all of these items?

3. Differentiate by combining 
elements or adjusting challenge.

Would it be 
fair to charge 
three times as 
much for the 
pitcher as the 
smallest 
container?

Estimate the 
area of each of 
the three 
containers, 
assuming the 
pitcher is 800 ml.

Describe the 
perspectives 
of dairy 
farmers, 
grocery store 
owners and 
shoppers to a 
rise in milk 
prices.
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4 Set up classwork or 
homework
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Which one does not belong?

31

23

28

29

Which one does not belong?

Treaty of 
Versailles

Marshall 
Plan

Truman 
Doctrine

NATO

What are the similarities between 
this and pre-WWI US policy?

Two solid spheres of radius R made of 
the same type of steel are placed in 
contact, as shown above. The 
magnitude of the gravitational force 
that they exert on each other is F1. 
When two other solid spheres of 
radius 3R made of this steel are 
placed in contact, what is the 
magnitude of the gravitational force 
that they exert on each other? 

Name the formula needed to 
solve this problem.

Write the formula needed to 
solve this problem & solve it.

What is the Big Idea of inverse 
square laws?

Evaluate Hooke’s claims of 
plagiarism against Newton.  
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5 Create Task 
Statements

Task Statements:

1 Thinking Skill [Bloom’s]

2 Element of Depth & 
Complexity + Content

4 Product

3 Resources + [Research] Skills

A For the objective

The learner will calculate the likelihood 
of an earthquake on the San Andreas 
fault after evaluating the frequency of 
quakes       over the past 200 years. 
The learner will create one of three 
products to represent their findings.
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Using information on the web, the 
learner will rank elements of the 
periodic table based on their potential 
problems and create one of three 
products to represent their findings. 

B For the students

Create . . .

an infographic
a chart in PowerPoint

an insurance company flier

Calculate the likelihood of an 
earthquake on the San Andreas fault 
after evaluating the frequency of 
quakes       over the past 200 years 
using data from 
earthquake.usgs.gov/data .

Then create….
a public service announcement
a series of advertisements
a story warning of these problems

Using information you find at  
chemicalelements.com or 
chem4kids.com, rank ten elements of 
the periodic table based on their 
potential problems.
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6 Combine with 
Thinking Maps

Circle Map  +

Revolutionary 
War

BritishColonists
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Bubble Map + 
Tree Map + 

Roles of Citizens 

Cont. Society #1 Cont. Society #2 Cont. Society #3

Double Bubble + 

Roles of Citizens 

Repre-
sentative

Non-
Repre-

sentative

Using details from the article, 
trace the sequence of events 
that led to the conflict.
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Double Bubble + Double Bubble +  

Tree Map + Sequence +  
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7 Sociograms
[relationships 
between/among 
elements]

Using      details from the story,      
show the       patterns of the 
relationships between the 
characters. 

A    Analyze those patterns to 
determine what they say about 
the difference between the 
bonds of friendship and family.

+             = +             =
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6 8
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11
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6 8
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11

7 4 9

x 3
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+ 
8 

–
9 
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Also use with:

1 Math [numbers & operators, 
steps in problems]

2 Science [biological systems, 
planets, elements, etc.]

4 Art [colors, line, form, etc.]

3 Social Studies [historical 
figures, movements, and eras]

8 Create a Wikipedia-
type page organized 
by elements
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9 Folding & 
Interactive 
Notebooks

trianglesWhere do 
you see 
triangles 
in other 
disciplines 
besides 
math?

polygons
List & 
draw 8 
details 
about 
polygons.
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conflict

What are 
words we 
use to talk 
about 
conflict?

maps

What are the rules 
associated with 
maps? Put a star 
next to the most 
important rule.

Role of Government

Libertarian & left-wing

Forest fire

Animals & vegetation
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Forest fire

Vegetation & Forest 

service

What rules have been enacted because 
of the Forest Service’s perspective with 

regards to forest fires?

• http://envisiongifted.com/applying-depth-and-
complexity-and-content-imperatives/
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USE AS STRUCTURE
iMPLEMENT: SecondaryMath

1. Why is this 
funny?

2. Draw the shape 
that best reflects 
this comic.

3. Think of another 
number that 
would work in 
the comic.
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Word Interview: Word _______________

iMPLEMENT: Middle School ELA

What words mean the same as you?
What makes you happy?
Who or what is your best friend?
What do you dislike most?
If you could give anyone advice, who 
would you give it to and what would you 
say?

conflict

iMPLEMENT: World Languages

Change “tengo” to first person plural.

Write three nouns that begin with the 
third letter of the new conjugation.

Write an acrostic poem with one of the 
nouns using at least one verb, one noun, 
and one adjective.

91
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Questions you could ask? 
Related Activities?

Low Level :
What unanswered 
questions guided 
the Corps of 
Discovery?

iMPLEMENT: Elementary SS

Mid Level:
Compare the 
unanswered 
questions that 
guided L&C with 
those that guided 
another explorer.

iMPLEMENT: Elementary SS

High Level:
Should Lewis be 
considered a 
failure for not 
finding something 
that did not exist?

iMPLEMENT: Elementary SS
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High Level:
What evidence 
exists that there 
was another 
presidential 
agenda?

iMPLEMENT: Elementary SS

Remember: direct to quality resources

iMPLEMENT: Secondary ELA

In The Scarlet Letter, 
are the rules society 
imposes on women 
fair? 
How does it punish 
the breaking of those 
rules? 
Who else is punished 
besides the 
rulebreaker and how?

iMPLEMENT: Secondary ELA

Differentiate it: 
Compare the rules 
society imposes on 
women in The Scarlet 
Letter to contemporary 
mores. Argue either 
that a) the rules have 
changed or b) the 
punishments are more 
subtle.
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Combine with            for analysis 

Task Cards

For the 
little guys
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Depth & Complexity 
augments and 

enriches existing
projects and 

lessons. 


